
 

 

 

 

 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

5:15 am Cycling 
Nicole R. 

Ultimate BC 
Sally 

Cycling 
Niki 

Ultimate BC 
Sally 

Cycling 
Niki 

 

7 am Cardio Tone1 
Natalie 

Power Intervals 
Blanca 

Cardio Tone1 
Natalie 

Power Intervals 
Blanca 

Step It Up 
Amie 

 

8 am Cardio Tone2 
Amie 

Demo Class 
(see below) 

Cardio Tone2 
Melissa 

Demo Class 
(see below) 

Cardio Tone2 
Amie 

8:10 Group 
Cycling Plus 
Bruce 

9 am Yoga 
Nicole 

PCC Yoga 
Alyssa 

Chair Yoga 
Nicole 

Pilates Fusion 
Alyssa 

 

10 am Senior Aerobics 
Olga 

Total Body Blast 
Pandora 

Senior Aerobics 
Amie 

Total Body Blast 
Pandora 

Senior Aerobics 
Melissa 

Cardio Intervals 
Leanne 

11 am PCC PCC PCC PCC Zumba Gold 
Adriana 

(11:15 am) 
Zumba Gold  
Marilyn 

12 noon Zumba 
Marilyn 

PCC Latin Groove 
Marissa 

PCC Zumba Tone 
Olga 

12:30-4:00 
PCC 

1 pm RIPPED 
Pandora 

PCC RIPPED 
Pandora 

PCC Little Dancers  
2-4:50 pm 

PCC 

2 pm Meditation 
Nicole 

PCC PCC PCC  PCC 

3 pm Yoga 
Nicole 

PCC PCC PCC  PCC 

4 pm  Stretch, Bal, & 
Tone   Coral 

Yoga 
Alyssa 

Stretch, Bal, & 
Tone   Coral 

Yoga 
Alyssa 

  

5 pm  Sports Cond. 
Kay 

Cardio Plus 
Haley 

Sports Cond. 
Kay 

Cardio Plus 
Haley 

  

6 pm Zumba Tone 
Olga 

Group Cycling 
Plus  Bruce 

YMCA Cycling Plus 
Bruce 

Latin Groove 
Marissa 

 

7 pm Zumba 
Andi 

Pilates Fusion 
Alyssa 

Zumba 
Andi 

Stretch,Bal. & 
Tone Ryan 
Starts 6/4/15 

  

8 pm PCC Yoga 
Nicole E. 

PCC YMCA   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Studio Schedule  
May 26 – July 31, 2015 

Demo Class/Monthly Rotation/8 am Tues. & Thurs. 
June- R.I.P.P.E.D.- Pandora 

July- Bike Mania- Julie 
August- Drumming- Melissa 

 

Northwest YMCA 
Pima County Community Center 
7770 N. Shannon Road 
Tucson, AZ 85741 
P 520.229.9001 F 520.229.9005 
www.tucsonymca.org 

Demo Class Descriptions 
R.I.P.P.E.D. Resistance, Intervals, Power, Plyometrics, and Diet (diet tips). These components will shock your body to a 

constantly changing format in each class, offering ultimate results in minimal time. 
Bike Mania:  This class is designed to give you the best of both worlds. Cycling and total body sculpting. A 50 minute 
class with quick transitions and specific sculpting exercises to target each muscle group in a short amount of time.  
Drumming: This is a fun workout using balance and coordination through rhythmic movements with drumsticks and 
a stability ball as a drum. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Studio Class Descriptions 
Total Body Blast: Blast you cardio fitness to the next 
level! This class provides the variety your body needs to 
see results by combining fun cardio routines with muscle 
conditioning.  Enjoy the music and feel the burn! 
Cardio Intervals: Intense cardio alternating with intense 
toning. This will challenge your stamina, cardiovascular, 
and strength. This class is for the Intermediate to 
Advanced levels, 16yrs and up. 
Cardio Plus: This class will focus on various exercises for 
cardiovascular and muscular endurance. Class will 
incorporate the following:  Kickboxing Intervals, 
Weights, Bands, Stability Balls, Bosu & Body Bars for 
toning. This class is for all levels of fitness modification 
moves shown through-out the class. 16 yrs. and up 
Cardio Tone 1: You will use various exercises focused on 
toning all major muscle groups with an added cardio 
workout. All fitness levels welcome.  
Cardio Tone 2:  This class starts with a light warm-up.  
Class format uses various exercises focused on toning 
all major muscles groups.  Stretching to aid enhanced 
flexibility. All fitness levels welcome. 
Group Cycling: Exciting indoor cycling program that 
incorporates the science of cycling with motivational 
techniques for effective aerobic and anaerobic training. 
This is a safe and effective workout, for the beginner or 
advanced exerciser.  Please wear workout clothes, bring 
a towel and water bottle.  Seat gel pack or appropriate 
riding shorts recommended. For all levels of Fitness 
Group Cycling Plus: The same exciting indoor cycling 
program with extra added, intermediate to advance 
levels.  This class will incorporate a variety of equipment 
at different times, which includes weights, bands, ball, 
body bar and more.  
Latin Groove: Latin dance moves with fast pace Latin 
music, each instructor will add an extra something 
special. All fitness levels welcome. 
Pilates Fusion: The challenge of mat Pilates with the 
addition of cardiovascular and resistance training.  
Experience results through core stability, flexibility, 
strength, and endurance.  All levels are welcome. 
Power Intervals: Short burst of cardio followed by 
longer periods of strength training. Build endurance 
quickly and burn more calories using a variety of 
equipment. 

Power Yoga: This yoga class challenges your fitness to 
build strength, balance and flexibility. Ages 16 and up 
R.I.P.P.E.D.: Resistance, Intervals, Power, Plyometrics, and 
Diet (diet tips). These components will shock your body to 
a constantly changing format in each class, offering 
ultimate results in minimal time. Ages 16 and up 
Sports Conditioning:   Is a high-intensity workout, which 
will challenge your body’s stamina and cardio respiratory 
system. It incorporates all types of sports moves, and 
strength conditioning. This class will use @ times: Bosu, 
Step, Plates, Bands & Weights. Intermediate / advanced 
levels 
Step It Up: Retrain your brain with this high energy back to 
basic step class that will include strength work. Ages 16 
and up 
Stretch, Balance & Tone: This class will include strength & 
toning moves, balancing exercises, followed by stretches. 
Ages 16 and up 
Stretch & Relax:  Increase your flexibility & relax your 
mind.  Please warm up prior to class. 
Ultimate Boot Camp:  If you want a Boot Camp class, then 
this class is for you. This class will challenge your stamina, 
and strength- this class will incorporate many sports move: 
running, jump ropes, step and more. This class is for the 
intermediate /advance person. 
YMCA Senior Aerobics: This is a low impact class is for all 
levels fitness. This class focus is on enhancing, Strength and 
flexibility and balance. Health Seekers welcome. 
Yoga: The YMCA Yoga classes are designed to work with 
many people at varying levels of experience in a way that 
is meditative, relaxing, safe and strengthening. Classes are 
ongoing so that anyone at any time may join and practice 
within his or her own level of comfort. Please join us for a 
mind, body & spirit experience. Ages 9 and up 
Zumba: This class is a high energy class that incorporates 
all type of Latin moves and dances. You will get your heart 
rate up. All fitness levels welcome. 
Zumba Gold: Latin move and dances designed for the 
active older adult and beginner. 
Zumba Toning: This is a Latin moves cardio class that 
incorporates light weights and resistance tubing for 
toning.    

 

**Classes and/or times are subject to change. 
● All classes are open to YMCA facility members,    ● Drinking  water only in an enclosed container.  No food or 
their registered guests, and individuals on a day pass.   other beverages and please no chewing gum. 
● Classes are 50 minutes unless otherwise indicated.   ● Children between the ages of 8-15 must be supervised 
● Classes have a maximum of 30 participants.    by their parent or guardian in class.  Some classes may  
● Classes are on a first come first serve basis.     require 9 yrs. and up.  Please see instructor prior to class. 
● Please wear appropriate exercise attire and footwear.   ● PCC Classes are for registered Pima Community College 
        students only. 


